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Marx ? Lenin



The GreenThe Green
 GREEN GREEN = Paradise in Koran= Paradise in Koran

 GREEN GREEN = Dome = Dome -- Mohammed Mohammed 
burial site burial site 

 AlAl--KhidrKhidr = "The Green One"= "The Green One"

Koranic holy man. Koran claims Koranic holy man. Koran claims 
he traveled with Moses.he traveled with Moses.

 GREEN GREEN = common Muslim flag = common Muslim flag 
colorcolor

Al-Khidr

Flag of the Flag of the 
Muslim Muslim 
BrotherhoodBrotherhood



The Axis:The Axis:
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Democrat Party = CPUSADemocrat Party = CPUSA

““At this stage we At this stage we areare
about building the broad about building the broad 
peoplepeople’’s movement led s movement led 
by labor that utilizes the by labor that utilizes the 
vehicle of the Democratic vehicle of the Democratic 
Party to advance its Party to advance its 
agenda.agenda.””



CAIR = Hamas, PLO, MB

Nihad Awad – CAIR Director 

“I used to be the President 
of the General Union of 
Palestine Students which is 
part of the PLO here in the 
United States, but after I 
researched the situation 
inside Palestine and 
outside, I am in support of 
the Hamas movement more 
than the PLO.”



“We are the community 
that staged a revolution 
across the world. If we 
could do that, why can’t 
we have that revolution 
in America?”

Khalilah Sabra Khalilah Sabra 
MAS MAS –– MB FrontMB Front

CAIR works with BLM, SPLC CAIR works with BLM, SPLC 
Interfaith network & AntifaInterfaith network & Antifa



First Principles
 “The issue is never the issue. The issue is 

always the revolution” – D. Horowitz

 Name your right : immigration, gay rights, 
civil rights, environment, voting, animal rights 

 Pretext: “social justice”; “equity”; “fairness”

 Strategy: seize moral high ground

 Issue only matters as vehicle for advancing 
the only true agenda: 

POWER & WEALTH



MultiMulti--Front StrategyFront Strategy

 Mass Immigration

 Silencing Our Voices

 Discrediting Trump/Conservatives

 Stealing Elections

 Indoctrinating Children

 Corrupting Culture

 Gun Confiscation

 Institutional Corruption

 Money, Money, Money – for them



Sergey NechayevSergey Nechayev
22 year22 year-- old anarchist old anarchist –– teacher for two years.teacher for two years.

Preached destruction of the world as we know it.Preached destruction of the world as we know it.

Oct. 2, 1847 Oct. 2, 1847 –– Nov. 21 or Dec. 3, 1882  Died in Prison.Nov. 21 or Dec. 3, 1882  Died in Prison.



NechayevNechayev’’ss
Revolutionary CatechismRevolutionary Catechism

““The Society [of revolutionary conspirators] has The Society [of revolutionary conspirators] has 
no aim other than the no aim other than the complete liberation and complete liberation and 
happiness happiness of the massesof the masses... ... Convinced that this Convinced that this 
happiness can only come about as a result of an happiness can only come about as a result of an 
allall--destroying popular revolt, destroying popular revolt, the Society will the Society will 
use all its resources and energy toward use all its resources and energy toward 
increasing and intensifying the evils and increasing and intensifying the evils and 
miseries of the peoplemiseries of the people until at last their until at last their 
patience is exhausted and they are driven patience is exhausted and they are driven 
to a general uprisingto a general uprising..”” (Emphasis added) (Emphasis added) 



Willi MWilli Müünzenbergnzenberg
Aug. 1889Aug. 1889-- June 1940June 1940

The Red MillionaireThe Red Millionaire

 Controlled massive Controlled massive 
European media European media 
empireempire

 Created Popular Front Created Popular Front 
concept concept –– Hollywood Hollywood 
AntiAnti--Nazi LeagueNazi League

 Influenced: Ernest Influenced: Ernest 
Hemingway, Lillian Hemingway, Lillian 
Hellman, Bertolt Brecht, Hellman, Bertolt Brecht, 
Dorothy Parker, othersDorothy Parker, others

 Murdered by StalinMurdered by Stalin



Willi MWilli Müünzenbergnzenberg

Echoing Nechayev: Echoing Nechayev: ““We must We must 

organize the intellectuals and use organize the intellectuals and use 

them to make Western civilization them to make Western civilization 

stink. Only then, after they have stink. Only then, after they have 

corrupted all its values and made corrupted all its values and made 

life impossible, can we impose the life impossible, can we impose the 

dictatorship of the proletariat.dictatorship of the proletariat.””



MMüünzenberg Strategies:nzenberg Strategies:

You do not call yourself a communistYou do not call yourself a communist
You claim to be an independentYou claim to be an independent-- minded idealistminded idealist
You You …… think the little guy is getting a lousy breakthink the little guy is getting a lousy break
You believe in openYou believe in open-- mindednessmindedness
You are shocked, frightened by what is going on right You are shocked, frightened by what is going on right 
here in our own countryhere in our own country
YouYou’’re frightened by the racism, by the oppression of re frightened by the racism, by the oppression of 
the workingmanthe workingman
You believe in peaceYou believe in peace
You yearn for international understandingYou yearn for international understanding
You hate fascismYou hate fascism
You think the capitalist system is corruptYou think the capitalist system is corrupt
You say it over and over and over again. And you say You say it over and over and over again. And you say 
nothing, nothing morenothing, nothing more



GeorgiGeorgi LukacsLukacs

 “…revolutionary destruction of 
society [is] the one and only 
solution to the cultural 
contradictions of the epoch.”

 Use sex as a weapon

 Advocated Cultural Terrorism:

- Explicit sex education in 
schools

- Female “sexual liberation”



Cultural MarxismCultural Marxism

 Lukacs and Lukacs and MunzenbergMunzenberg ideas inspired ideas inspired 
Frankfurt School founded in 1923Frankfurt School founded in 1923

 Frankfurt School relocated to Columbia Frankfurt School relocated to Columbia 
Teachers College in 1930sTeachers College in 1930s

 Frankfurt School inspired John Dewey Frankfurt School inspired John Dewey 
who led NEAwho led NEA

 Frankfurt School inspired New York Frankfurt School inspired New York 
CityCity’’s New School & Public Schoolss New School & Public Schools



Frankfurt SchoolFrankfurt School
Critical TheoryCritical Theory

1.1. Creation of racism offensesCreation of racism offenses
2.2. Continual change to create confusionContinual change to create confusion
3.3. Teaching sex and homosexuality to childrenTeaching sex and homosexuality to children
4.4. Undermine of schoolsUndermine of schools’’ and teachersand teachers’’ authorityauthority
5.5. Huge immigration to destroy identityHuge immigration to destroy identity
6.6. Promotion of excessive drinking (drugs)Promotion of excessive drinking (drugs)
7.7. Emptying churchesEmptying churches
8.8. Unreliable legal system/bias against crime Unreliable legal system/bias against crime 

victims.victims.
9.9. Dependency on the stateDependency on the state
10.10. Control and dumbing down of media/schoolsControl and dumbing down of media/schools
11.11. Encouraging breakdown of the familyEncouraging breakdown of the family
12.12. Authoritarian PersonalityAuthoritarian Personality



Cultural Marxism Inspired:Cultural Marxism Inspired:

 Sexual revolutionSexual revolution

 Cultural Degeneracy, i.e. Cultural Degeneracy, i.e. 
Cultural TerrorismCultural Terrorism

 ““Hate crimesHate crimes”” legislationlegislation

 Critical TheoryCritical Theory

 Critical Race TheoryCritical Race Theory

 White guilt/black innocenceWhite guilt/black innocence

 Partisan TolerancePartisan Tolerance

 Gramsci: long march through Gramsci: long march through 
the institutionsthe institutions



Abortion MovementAbortion Movement

 David R. CarlinDavid R. Carlin Jr., author of Jr., author of The Decline The Decline 
and Fall of the Catholic Church in Americaand Fall of the Catholic Church in America::

““What the abortionWhat the abortion--rights movement rights movement 
wants is not simply the right to kill wants is not simply the right to kill 
millions of unborn babies; what it millions of unborn babies; what it 
also wants is the utter destruction of also wants is the utter destruction of 
ChristianityChristianity…”…”

“…“…this can be said of the gaythis can be said of the gay--
marriage movement as well.marriage movement as well.””



Critical Theory Trial Run in Critical Theory Trial Run in 
PrePre--War GermanyWar Germany



 V. I. Lenin: V. I. Lenin: ""We must be ready to employ 
trickery, deceit, law-breaking, withholding 
and concealing truth… We can and must write We can and must write 
in a language which sows among the masses in a language which sows among the masses 
hate, revulsion, and scorn toward those who hate, revulsion, and scorn toward those who 
disagree with usdisagree with us..””

 Soviet Union (1943): Soviet Union (1943): ……continually embarrass, continually embarrass, 
discredit and degrade our critics... label them discredit and degrade our critics... label them 
fascist or Nazi or antifascist or Nazi or anti--Semitic... Semitic... constantly constantly 
associate those who oppose us with thoseassociate those who oppose us with those……
that already have a bad smellthat already have a bad smell. The association . The association 
will, [eventually], become `fact' in the public will, [eventually], become `fact' in the public 
mind.mind.

Hate America TacticsHate America Tactics



Herbert MarcuseHerbert Marcuse
 Influential Frankfurt Influential Frankfurt 

School teacher:School teacher:

 Father of the New Father of the New 
Left Left –– inspired SDS, inspired SDS, 
influenced Black influenced Black 
Panther PartyPanther Party

 Father of Sexual Father of Sexual 
RevolutionRevolution

 Make Love Not WarMake Love Not War

 Created Created ““Partisan Partisan 
ToleranceTolerance”” conceptconcept

““intolerance even intolerance even 
toward thought, toward thought, 
opinion, and opinion, and 
wordword…”…”



““The tolerance which is the life element, The tolerance which is the life element, 
the token of a free society, will never be the token of a free society, will never be 
the gift of the powers that be; it can, the gift of the powers that be; it can, 
under the prevailing conditions of tyranny under the prevailing conditions of tyranny 
by the majority, by the majority, only be won in the only be won in the 
sustained effort of radical minoritiessustained effort of radical minorities, , 
willing to break this tyranny and to work willing to break this tyranny and to work 
for the emergence of a free and sovereign for the emergence of a free and sovereign 
majority majority -- minorities intolerant, militantly minorities intolerant, militantly 
intolerant and disobedient to the rules of intolerant and disobedient to the rules of 
behavior which tolerate destruction and behavior which tolerate destruction and 
suppression.suppression.""



SPLC/Marcuse ConnectionSPLC/Marcuse Connection

 Marcuse worked with SPLC coMarcuse worked with SPLC co--
founder Julian Bondfounder Julian Bond

-- NCNP; NCNP; In These TimesIn These Times

 Both worked with Angela DavisBoth worked with Angela Davis

-- Marcuse mentored DavisMarcuse mentored Davis

 SPLC SPLC ““HateHate”” agenda is applied agenda is applied 
““Partisan TolerancePartisan Tolerance””



SPLC SPLC ““HateHate”” AgendaAgenda

 Communist inspired from beginningCommunist inspired from beginning

 Hatewatch, Hate Map, Hate List, Hatewatch, Hate Map, Hate List, 
Teaching Tolerance Teaching Tolerance –– Leninist methodsLeninist methods

 SPLC works with IPS, SPLC works with IPS, Workers WorldWorkers World

 SPLC inspired Floyd Corkins, James SPLC inspired Floyd Corkins, James 
HodgkinsonHodgkinson

 SPLC inspires Antifa hate tacticsSPLC inspires Antifa hate tactics

 SPLC defends Antifa while vilifying SPLC defends Antifa while vilifying 
Proud BoysProud Boys



Immigration Crisis Immigration Crisis 
StrategyStrategy



Khalid Sheik MohammedKhalid Sheik Mohammed
 Echoing Nechayev:Echoing Nechayev:

““jihadijihadi--minded brothers would immigrate into minded brothers would immigrate into 
the United Statesthe United States”” and and ““wrap themselves in wrap themselves in 
AmericaAmerica’’s rights and lawss rights and laws””

““the brothers would relentlessly continue the brothers would relentlessly continue 
their attacks and the American people would their attacks and the American people would 
eventually become so tired, so frightened, and eventually become so tired, so frightened, and 
so weary of war that they would just want it so weary of war that they would just want it 
to endto end. . Eventually, America will expose her Eventually, America will expose her 
neck for us to slaughter.neck for us to slaughter.””

Source: Source: James Mitchell. Enhanced Interrogation; Inside the Minds and James Mitchell. Enhanced Interrogation; Inside the Minds and 
Motives of the Islamic Terrorists trying to Destroy America.Motives of the Islamic Terrorists trying to Destroy America.



Cloward Piven StrategyCloward Piven Strategy

 Left’s Current Political Offensive is 
Cloward-Piven on Steroids

PivenPiven
ClowardCloward



Crisis StrategyCrisis Strategy
 By crisis, we mean a By crisis, we mean a publicly visiblepublicly visible

disruption in some institutional spheredisruption in some institutional sphere. Crisis . Crisis 
can occur spontaneously (e.g., riots) or as the can occur spontaneously (e.g., riots) or as the 
intended result of tactics of demonstration intended result of tactics of demonstration 
and protest which either generate and protest which either generate 
institutional disruption or bring unrecognized institutional disruption or bring unrecognized 
disruption to public attention.disruption to public attention.

 this kind of mass influence is cumulative this kind of mass influence is cumulative 
because benefits are continuousbecause benefits are continuous. Once . Once 
eligibility for basic food and rent grants is eligibility for basic food and rent grants is 
established, established, the drain on local resources the drain on local resources 
persists indefinitelypersists indefinitely..



 Organizes previously unorganized groups Organizes previously unorganized groups 
eligible for government benefits but not eligible for government benefits but not 
currently receiving all they can. currently receiving all they can. 

 Seeks to identify new beneficiaries and/or Seeks to identify new beneficiaries and/or 
create new benefits.create new benefits.

 Goal: impose new stresses on target Goal: impose new stresses on target 
systems, with the ultimate goal of forcing systems, with the ultimate goal of forcing 
their collapse.their collapse.

Crisis StrategyCrisis Strategy



European Mass Migration
 Kremlin advisor Andrei Kremlin advisor Andrei IllarionovIllarionov 2014 prediction2014 prediction::

-- ““[In] 2015, there will be some kind of massive [In] 2015, there will be some kind of massive 
political movement political movement –– letlet’’s say a kind of s say a kind of 
Islamic springIslamic spring…’…’ in Europe.in Europe.””

-- ““[It will] consume the energy and attention of [It will] consume the energy and attention of 
European leadersEuropean leaders…… when Mr. Putin would try when Mr. Putin would try 
and fulfill his neoand fulfill his neo--imperial projectimperial project……..””

 Syrian troops killed 7 times more civilians than Syrian troops killed 7 times more civilians than 
ISIS before Russian bombing campaign.ISIS before Russian bombing campaign.

 Russian Syrian bombing campaign started in 2015  Russian Syrian bombing campaign started in 2015  
targeted civilianstargeted civilians –– refugee explosion followed.refugee explosion followed.

 ISIS was a Russian creation. Syrians in ISISISIS was a Russian creation. Syrians in ISIS--
controlled areas controlled areas could not leavecould not leave..



Migrant CaravansMigrant Caravans
 Supported by UNHCR (37% US funded), UNICEF, Supported by UNHCR (37% US funded), UNICEF, 

(25% US Funded(25% US Funded) other UN agencies – Goal: 
“Poke Trump in the eye.”

 Pueblo Sin Fronteras, Centro Sin FronterasPueblo Sin Fronteras, Centro Sin Fronteras

 La Familia Latina Unida La Familia Latina Unida -- founder Elvira Arellano, founder Elvira Arellano, 
an illegal alien an illegal alien 

 Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee 
Rights Rights –– 80% govt. funded80% govt. funded

 Catholic Legal Immigration Network Catholic Legal Immigration Network -- 10% govt. 10% govt. 
funded.funded.

 National Immigration ForumNational Immigration Forum

 CARA Family Detention Project CARA Family Detention Project –– legal aidlegal aid

 Popular Assembly of Migrant Families Popular Assembly of Migrant Families -- MexicoMexico

 National Lawyers Guild National Lawyers Guild –– Communist frontCommunist front



Border Crisis:Border Crisis:
May: 144,266 August: 64,006May: 144,266 August: 64,006



Immigration Court Backlog



Russia and China contributed 4% of the total Russia and China contributed 4% of the total 
UN budget; 0.4% of the UHNCR budgetUN budget; 0.4% of the UHNCR budget



Illegal Alien CrimeIllegal Alien Crime





Illegal Alien CrimeIllegal Alien Crime



DiseasesDiseases



Tower of BabblingTower of Babbling



Refugee vs U.S. HouseholdsRefugee vs U.S. Households
Percentage on WelfarePercentage on Welfare

HouseholdsHouseholds

MuslimMuslim AllAll

RefugeesRefugees RefugeesRefugees U.S.U.S.

Cash AssistanceCash Assistance 72.9%72.9% 46.9%46.9% 4.0%4.0%

Medicaid/RMAMedicaid/RMA 76.4%76.4% 59.5%59.5% 18.7%18.7%

Food StampsFood Stamps 89.4%89.4% 75.9%75.9% 14.3%14.3%

Sources: Census Bureau, ORR, SSA, USDA           Sources: Census Bureau, ORR, SSA, USDA           



Refugees Use Welfare at Refugees Use Welfare at 
Higher Rates for LifeHigher Rates for Life





Excluded CostsExcluded Costs





Former Amarillo Mayor Harpole: Former Amarillo Mayor Harpole: 

••““WeWe’’ve been a giving community, and itve been a giving community, and it’’s a huge disservice to bring in s a huge disservice to bring in 
refugees in numbers that werefugees in numbers that we’’re not able to handle. We create small re not able to handle. We create small 
ghettosghettos””

••““A group of Somalis came in to say they had elected a mayorA group of Somalis came in to say they had elected a mayor…… Then Then 
another faction claimed they had their own leader. We come to fianother faction claimed they had their own leader. We come to find out nd out 
that rival tribesthat rival tribes —— slaves and mastersslaves and masters —— were being settled together.were being settled together.””

••$1,300/student/ ESL tutoring; Feds provide $100/year$1,300/student/ ESL tutoring; Feds provide $100/year



Demographics is Demographics is 
DestinyDestiny



““Ensure that Demographics is DestinyEnsure that Demographics is Destiny””. An . An ‘‘emerging emerging 
progressive majority' is a realistic possibility in terms progressive majority' is a realistic possibility in terms 
of demographic and voting patternsof demographic and voting patterns……

Eliseo Medina (2009)Eliseo Medina (2009)::
Number oneNumber one: if we are to expect this electorate to win, : if we are to expect this electorate to win, 
the progressive community needs to solidly be on the the progressive community needs to solidly be on the 
side of immigrantsside of immigrants……
Number twoNumber two: [amnesty] puts 12 million on the path to : [amnesty] puts 12 million on the path to 
citizenship and eventually voters. citizenship and eventually voters. Can you imagine if Can you imagine if 
we have evenwe have even…… two out of threetwo out of three, if we had 8 million , if we had 8 million 
new voters that care about our issues and would be new voters that care about our issues and would be 
voting, voting, we would create a governing coalition for the we would create a governing coalition for the 
longlong-- term, not just for an election cycleterm, not just for an election cycle……

2008 Secret Memo2008 Secret Memo



Demographics is DestinyDemographics is Destiny
 Over 1 million LPRs annually since 1980s
 85% Family Reunification
 20-30 million illegal aliens
 VISA Overstays = 700,000/year
 VISA Waiver Overstays = >100,000/year
 TPS = 436,886
 Refugees since 1980 = 4,848,598
 Diversity Visa = 50,000/year
 Diversity of languages spoken
 Huge welfare usage
 Exotic diseases (Chagas, AIDS)
 Crime
 Assimilation/Culture Clashes









Texas, California & U.S. Total Refugee Resettlement Texas, California & U.S. Total Refugee Resettlement 
(Fiscal Years 2003 (Fiscal Years 2003 –– 2019)2019)
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TexasTexas: 87,051 Refugees from 82 nations FYs 2003: 87,051 Refugees from 82 nations FYs 2003--20192019

96% came from 15 nations listed below96% came from 15 nations listed below

Over 90% of these were resettled in the listed citiesOver 90% of these were resettled in the listed cities









Electoral StrategiesElectoral Strategies
 National Popular Vote
 Ballot Harvesting

- 250,000 in Orange County, CA
 Registering Non-Citizens
 Same Day Registration
 Automatic Registration
 Lowering Voting Age to 16
 Illegal Alien Voting
 Amnesty
 Fighting Voter ID
 Fighting Cross-Check
 Fighting voter roll cleanup
 Voter Integrity = Voter Suppression
 Felon Voting
 Redistricting



Omar, Tlaib, AOC, Pressley: Omar, Tlaib, AOC, Pressley: 
Poster Children for the Poster Children for the 

Red/Green AxisRed/Green Axis



Justice DemocratsJustice Democrats
 Targeting Henry Cuellar (DTargeting Henry Cuellar (D--TX) in 2020TX) in 2020

 Alexandra Rojas Alexandra Rojas –– former Bernie former Bernie 

 SaikatSaikat ChakrabartiChakrabarti coco--founded Brand New founded Brand New 
CongressCongress

 AOC & AOC & ChakrabartiChakrabarti controlled JDs while controlled JDs while 
running AOC campaignrunning AOC campaign

 ChakrabartiChakrabarti firm paid $605,849 by JD firm paid $605,849 by JD 
while he worked for AOC.while he worked for AOC.

 Justice Democrats endorsed 79 Justice Democrats endorsed 79 
candidates, seven of whom woncandidates, seven of whom won



2020 Target2020 Target

•• DSA: Register 40 millionDSA: Register 40 million

•• Justice Democrats: Elect Justice Democrats: Elect 
more Muslims, Radical leftistsmore Muslims, Radical leftists

•• 40 million Christians are NOT 40 million Christians are NOT 
votingvoting

•• 15 million not even registered15 million not even registered



Steven PhillipsSteven Phillips
 Authored: Brown is the 

New White
 Mass registration of 

minorities
 Helped elect Barack 

Obama
 Mass voter registration in 

Texas, Arizona, Florida, 
Georgia & North Carolina 

 2018 trial run – close 
elections

 Obama formula : mobilize 
at least 28% of minority 
voters & win at least 81% 
minority vote and 36.5% 
of white vote.





OIC Strategy to Counter OIC Strategy to Counter 
““IslamophobiaIslamophobia””

 1990 Cairo Declaration 1990 Cairo Declaration rejected U.N. Universal rejected U.N. Universal 
Declaration on Human Rights. Declaration on Human Rights. Speech and other Speech and other 
rights rights must be Sharia compliantmust be Sharia compliant

 Goal: Islamic blasphemy speech codesGoal: Islamic blasphemy speech codes in in 
Western nationsWestern nations: CRIMINALIZE FREE SPEECH: CRIMINALIZE FREE SPEECH

 Media strategyMedia strategy: pay for articles, TV programs,  : pay for articles, TV programs,  
speeches, etc. that attack any criticism of Islamspeeches, etc. that attack any criticism of Islam

 U.N. Resolution 16/18U.N. Resolution 16/18 against "against "intolerance, intolerance, 
negative stereotyping and stigmatization ofnegative stereotyping and stigmatization of……
religion and beliefreligion and belief..““ Obama supportedObama supported

 Hillary Clinton urged adoptionHillary Clinton urged adoption of 16/18 in 2011. of 16/18 in 2011. 



U.N. Migration CompactU.N. Migration Compact

 European Parliament member Marcel 
de Graaff:

“Criticism of migration will become a 
criminal offense, and media outlets…
that give room to criticism of 
migration can be shut down. The 
compact for migration is legalization 
of mass migration. It's declaring 
migration as a human right.”



Efforts to Silence Us Since Efforts to Silence Us Since 
2016 Election2016 Election

 SPLC, ACLU, ADL, MMFA, CAIR defame SPLC, ACLU, ADL, MMFA, CAIR defame 
speakers speakers –– quoted in mediaquoted in media

 Threaten venues (ACT MarThreaten venues (ACT Mar--aa--LagoLago))

 Threaten organizers (MI Conference)Threaten organizers (MI Conference)

 Threaten employersThreaten employers

 Disrupting eventsDisrupting events

 Photographing attendees and posting Photographing attendees and posting 
photos on social mediaphotos on social media

 Engaging in violence (Antifa)Engaging in violence (Antifa)

 Lobbying for Lobbying for ““hatehate”” speech lawsspeech laws



DeplatformingDeplatforming

 SPLC used by Amazon, Facebook, SPLC used by Amazon, Facebook, 
Twitter, Google, YouTube, Apple, Twitter, Google, YouTube, Apple, 
Discover, DinerDiscover, Diner’’s Club, PayPal, s Club, PayPal, 
Guidestar, Wikipedia, FBI, DoD, Guidestar, Wikipedia, FBI, DoD, 
other governmental entities, banksother governmental entities, banks

 SPLC & SPLC & ““FaithFaith”” leadersleaders

 SPLC & CAIRSPLC & CAIR

 SPLC & AntifaSPLC & Antifa

 CAIR CAIR -- lawfarelawfare



State & Local EffortsState & Local Efforts

 Michigan AG hate crimes office, Michigan AG hate crimes office, ““will will 
review and monitor any organization review and monitor any organization 
listed by the Southern Poverty Law Center listed by the Southern Poverty Law Center 
as a as a ““hatehate”” groupgroup..

 Grand Rapids, Michigan: soon could be a Grand Rapids, Michigan: soon could be a 
criminal act to call 911 on people of color.criminal act to call 911 on people of color.

 Minnesota legislature proposed HF 2587, Minnesota legislature proposed HF 2587, 
““Islamophobia and AntisemitismIslamophobia and Antisemitism”” task task 
force pushed by antisemite Keith Ellison.force pushed by antisemite Keith Ellison.

 MayorsMayors’’ Compact on Hate Speech Compact on Hate Speech 
(response to Charlottesville riots)(response to Charlottesville riots)



What Can We Do?What Can We Do?

 Pray for our nation

 Democrats furiously registering 
voters in Texas, Arizona, Florida, 
Georgia and NC

 Must meet or exceed GOTV efforts

 Engage churches

 Engage local school boards, state 
BOE to remove indoctrination 
materials & philosophy

 Demand to be heard



Not The End YetNot The End Yet



ResourcesResources

Book:  Book:  TheThe RedRed--Green Green Axis 2.0Axis 2.0

-- By James SimpsonBy James Simpson

www.crisisnow.netwww.crisisnow.net

Center for Security Policy:Center for Security Policy:

www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org

Refugee Resettlement and the Hijra to AmericaRefugee Resettlement and the Hijra to America

By Ann CorcoranBy Ann Corcoran

Refugee Resettlement Watch Blog:Refugee Resettlement Watch Blog:

www.refugeeresettlementwatch.org


